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BASIC PRINCIPLE FOR AUDIO CASSETTE RECORDER

The mechanical requirements
of a linear audio recording
system
A mechanical action is required which will push the pressure
roller against the capstan shaft, (with the tape between them).

The take-up spool must be driven at a slow speed in order to
take up the slack tape which is pulled past the capstan shaft.
Take -up torque should be sufficient to take up any slack tape
but should not be great enough to stretch the tape .

The take-up spool must be driven at high speed for fast
forward.

The supply spool must be driven at high speed in the reverse
(to normal) direction for rewind.

A mechanised action is required which will put the heads in
contact with the tape for record and playback and then move
the heads clear of the tape for fast-forward/rewind. In a
domestic audio cassette recorder, the heads are pushed
forward onto the tape and the tape stays in the cassette. A felt

pad contained within the cassette housing maintains good
record/replay head-to-tape contact.

Back tension
Back tension of the tape between capstan shaft and supply
spool is important to maintain head-to-tape contact. It is
achieved with slight braking of the supply spool.

Tape speed
In a tape recording system it is essential that the tape moves
past the head at a constant speed, otherwise the following
could occur: If the tape speed varies on either record or play
back , a change in pitch will be detectable. Assume a tape has a
continuous 1kHz signal recorded on it. If the speed of the tape
increases on playback the apparent frequency of the playback
signal increases; say to 1.1kH z Similarly a reduction in output
frequency would be detectable , e.g. O.9kHz , if the tape speed
reduces.

To achieve a constant tape speed, the tape is held under
pressure between the capstan shaft and pressure roller. The
capstan shaft is driven by a capstan motor which is locked at a
constant speed by a control loop. In an audio cassette recorder
the tape moves at one and seven eights of an inch per second.
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